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Abstract—In this research we present a quantum circuit for
estimating algorithmic complexity using the coding theorem
method. This accelerates inferring algorithmic structure in data
for discovering causal generative models. The computation model
is restricted in time and space resources to make it computable
in approximating the target metrics. The quantum circuit design
based on [1] that allows executing a superposition of automata is
presented. As a use-case, an application framework for protein-
protein interaction ontology based on algorithmic complexity is
proposed. Using small-scale quantum computers, this has the
potential to enhance the results of classical block decomposition
method towards bridging the causal gap in entropy based
methods.
Keywords: algorithmic information theory, Kolmogorov
complexity, quantum algorithms, Turing machines, protein-
protein interaction, causal modeling
I. INTRODUCTION
The ubiquitous nature of algorithmic metrics is juxtaposed
with it uncomputablility. Algorithmic (Kolmogorov) com-
plexity, algorithmic (Solomonoff) probability, universal prior
(Solomonoff) distribution, universal (Levin) search, logical
(Bennett) depth, omega (Chaitin) constant, etc. are all un-
computable using universal computing models, like Turing
machines, or cellular automata. Thus, while in the field of
theoretical computer science, these fundamental concepts are
valuable for proofs, their applicability to real-world data and
use-cases remain very limited.
For example, we find forms of universal search and univer-
sal prior being used in artificial general intelligence models
like the Jurgen Schmidhuber’s Godel Machines and Marcus
Hutter’s AIXI. While there has been attempts in making AIXI
computable using approximating like AIXI-tl and UCAI, their
use on real data still require enormous computing power.
This computation gap is also now being realized in data-
driven models alike [2] and it might be worth exploring
what radically different technologies like quantum computing
can offer. It is crucial that we realize all the algorithmic
metrics are uncomputable, thus much higher in the computing
hierarchy that the more familiar polynomial-time (P) and non-
deterministic polynomial time (NP) complexity classes. Since
quantum computers are not expected to provide exponential
speedup for NP-hard problems, we expect at best a quantum
(Grover) search type polynomial speedup.
Often polynomial speedup between different computing
models of the same power are heavily influenced by the
formulation of a problem and the model itself. For example, it
is highly non-trivial to do a binary search on a Turing machine
without a random-access-memory. So, in this work we explore
the possibility of a quantum algorithm formulation that retains
the speedup. Secondly, for real-world data, often a polynomial
speedup is enough in making an application tractable. In the
era of small-scale quantum computers, it is thus important to
explore polynomial speedups as well and better understand
average case complexity and other linear and constant factors
in the complexity. In the field of quantum computing we found
very few results for algorithmic metrics. A recent research
formulates a AIXI-q (quantum accelerated) for reinforcement
learning, however it doesn’t provide a detailed gate (time) and
qubit (space) level analysis.
Our focus in this research is on accelerating the estimation
of algorithmic (Kolmogorov) complexity. This is an absolute
measure of the information content of a string, defined as
the shortest program for an universal Turing machine that
generates that string on the output tape on halting. For the
generic case, it is uncomputable due to the halting problem.
The measure is also dependent of the exact definition of
the automaton but is within a constant factor due to the
invariance theorem adding the cross-compiler size. A seminal
result [3] in this direction considers Experimental Algorithmic
Information Theory (EAIT) based on the property that many
of the algorithmic metrics are semi-computable and converges
in the limit. This is crucial as otherwise any hope of approxi-
mating these quantities with computing models would not be
possible. An important distinction to point out here is that,
in this research we present ’quantum accelerated estimation
of the algorithmic complexity of classical sequences’. This is
different from ’quantum Kolmogorov complexity’ which deals
with the metrics to define the complexity of a specific quantum
state and its preparation process.
There has been very few attempts to compute the uncom-
putable algorithmic metrics. These attempts approximately
estimation the Chaitin Omega number [4], Bennett’s Logical
Depth [23,27], Universal Distribution [my paper]. Estimation
of the algorithmic (Kolmogorov) complexity of sequences
is actively researched by Hector Zenil and been applied to
evaluations of structures in DNA, psychometrics [15], cellular
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automata [26,33], graph theory, economic time series [20,34]
and complex networks[15]. Thus we find it promising to
develop a quantum computing approach, as any benefit will
be magnified by the wide applicabilty of this technique.
[4] uses the Coding Theorem Method to estimate the algo-
rithmic complexity of short strings. This will be discussed in
further detail in the Section II, as this forms the classical kernel
that we attempt to accelerate with a quantum formulation. In
Section III the quantum implementation called ACSS-q is pre-
sented. This is based on the algorithm defined rigourously in
[1] for enumerating Turing machine runs in superposition. The
infrastructure required for implement a specialized quantum
accelerator [5] for this algorithm is discussed. We discuss some
use-cases in Section IV motivated by our research in genome
sequencing[6], [7] and analysis. In SectionV we conclude the
paper.
II. COMPUTATION PRINCIPLE
A. Block Decomposition Method
Estimating the complexity of real-world data needs a scal-
able approach for long data streams or graphs. To estimate
the complexity of long strings and large adjacency matrices,
a method based upon algorithmic probability, called Block
Decomposition Method (BDM) is generally used. For ex-
ample, the online tool (developed by Algorithmic Nature
Group and the Algorithmic Dynamics Lab) called the Online
Algorithmic Complexity Calculator (OACC) used BDM to
provide estimations of algorithmic complexity and algorithmic
probability for short and long strings and for 2-dimensional
arrays, and of logical depth for strings.
BDM approximates the algorithmic complexity value for an
arbitrarily large object by decomposing into smaller slices of
appropriate sizes for which the values are known and aggre-
gated back to a global estimate. The algorithmic complexity
of these small slices are precomputed and make into a look-up
table using the Coding Theorem Method (CTM).
BDM(s) =∑
si
AC(si)
where, AC(si) is the algorithmic complexity of the string si
and
s = ∪isi
i.e., the si together forms the string s. Small variations on the
method of dividing the string into blocks becomes negligible
in the limit, e.g. to take a sliding window or blocks.
Techniques based on algorithmic metrics can detect causal
gaps in entropy based methods (e.g. Shannon entropy or com-
pression algorithms). BDM is a smooth transition between the
Kolmogorov entropy and Shannon entropy, depends respective
on whether the size of si is same as s or 1. Calculating
the CTM value gets exponentially difficult with string size,
thus the BDM is most likely be the method of choice for
using algorithmic metrics for causal inferences. However, we
see for longer data like real-world use-cases, BDM starts
getting less effective (for a fixed block size) and fails to find
causal links beyond the block size. To maintain the advantage
over the simpler data-driven approaches we need to have an
application motivated block size, e.g. how far in a genome
can one gene affect the other. This motivates our research
in using quantum-acceleration to extend the lookup table of
the Algorithmic Complexity of Short Strings (ACSS) [8]. The
quantum technique is not to supplant the BDM but to power
it with the resources necessary from the quantum-accelerated
CTM.
B. Coding Theorem Method
Here we will discuss the CTM and how it is used to estimate
the algorithmic complexity. The algorithmic complexity (AC),
also called Kolmogorov-Chaitin complexity, is the length of
the shortest program that produces a particular output and halts
on a specific TM. Formally, it is defined as:
ACT (s) = min:{∣p∣, T (p)→ s}
where T is a TM, p is a program, ∣p∣ is the length of the
program, s is a string T (p) → s denotes the fact that p
executed T outputs s and halts.
Algorithmic complexity is not a computable quantity in the
general case due to fundamental limits of computations that
arise from the halting problem (impossibility to determine
whether any given program will ever halt without actually
running this program, possibly for infinite time). However, it
has bounded lower-approximate property, i.e. if we can find a
program pl in a language l (e.g. Java, Assembly), ∣pl∣ ≥ ∣p∣.
Since AC depends on the particular model of computation
(i.e. the TM and the language), it is always possible to design
a language where a particular string s will have a short
encoding no matter how random. However, the invariance
theorem guarantees that, there exists a constant additive factor
cT1→T2 independent of s, such that
ACT2 ≤ ACT1 + cT1→T2
This constant is the compiler length for translating any arbi-
trary program pT1 for T1 to pT2 for T2.
The CTM used algorithmic probability to estimate the
complexity as these notions are inherently interlinked. Algo-
rithmic probability (AP) is the chance that a randomly selected
program will output s when executed on T . The probability
of choosing such a program is inversely proportional to the
length of the program.
APT (s) = ∑
p∶T (p)→s 2
−∣p∣
Thus, the largest contribution to the term comes from the
shortest program that satisfies the condition. It is uncomputable
for the same reasons as AC, and is related to AC via the
following law:
ACT (s) = −log2(APT (s)) + c
i.e., if there are many long programs that generate a dataset,
then there has to be also a shorter one. The arbitrary constant
is dependent on the choice of a programming language.
AP can be approximated by enumerating TM of a given
type and count how many of them produce a given output and
then divide by the total number of machines that halt. When
exploring machines with n symbols and m states algorithmic
probability of a string s can be approximated as:
D(n,m)(s) = ∣T ∈ (n,m) ∶ T outputs s∣∣T ∈ (n,m) ∶ T halts ∣
The Coding Theorem Method (CTM) approximates the AC
using the approximation of the AP as:
CTM(n,m)(s) = −log2D(n,m)(s)
Calculating CTM, although theoretically computable, is ex-
tremely expensive in terms of computation time. The space of
possible Turing machines may span thousands of billions of
instances.
The ACSS database used in the OACC for BDM is built
using this CTM technique. This database is constructed by
approximating the output frequency distribution for Turing
machines with 5 states and 2 symbols generating the al-
gorithmic complexity of strings of size ≤ 12 over ≈ 500
iterations. These numbers of 5, 2, 12 and 500 are arbitrary
from the BDM application perspective and fixed based on the
computational resource. Quoting the paper ”The calculation
presented herein will remain the best possible estimation for
a measure of a similar nature with the technology available
to date, as an exponential increase of computing resources
will improve the length and number of strings produced only
linearly if the same standard formalism of Turing machines
used is followed.” This immediately translates to the promise
of mapping this exponentially growing states using quantum
computation for the Turing machine enumeration. Thus a
quantum-accelerated version on larger strings can be integrated
and used immediately within the application pipeline.
The symbol set is taken as the binary alphabet, used in data
encoding in current digital computation due to its simplicity.
The argument for 5 state is more directly related to com-
putability restrictions. Being uncomputable, every Turing ma-
chine ’in-principle’ needs to be run forever to know if it will
halt. However, for small Turing machines, it is possible to
enumerate and classify every Turing machine as either it halts
with a maximum time step of B, or goes on forever. This is
called the Busy Beaver runtime for the particular specification.
This is used in CTM to judiciously stop the computation and
declare the enumeration as non-halting if it hasn’t halted in B
steps. The value of B is known to be 107 for Turing machines
with 4 states and 2 symbols. However, for 5 states the value
is still unknown as there are too many cases to enumerate
(26559922791424) and from partial enumerations so far, we
know value is ≥ 47176870. It is intractable to run so many
machines for so long iterations. The paper tries to estimate the
AC when the B value is unknown by estimating for 500 steps.
This is based on [9] and hypotheses an exponential decay in
the number of halting TM with steps with the random variable
model of P (S = k∣S ≤ Slim) = αe−λk. For the 5,2 case with
Slim = 500 is 6 ∗ 10−173, thus can be safely ignored.
The 500 run limit considered is an informed guess based on
the ability to capture on the output tape almost all 12 bit strings
(except 2) thus allowing the calculation of their CTM values.
However for 13 bits strings, only half of all possible strings
were there, setting the block size limit using this method.
The technique used various intelligent optimizations like
symmetries, look ahead and patterns. Only 4/11 of all ma-
chines were required to be enumerated for 500 steps (if they
didn’t halt before), which still took 18 days using 25∗84−64
CPUs running at 2128 MHz with 4 GB of memory each
(on a supercomputer at the Centro Informa´tico Cientı´fico de
Andalucı´a (CICA), Spain).
III. QUANTUM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Automata model
Rado’s [10] Busy Beaver game considers n-cards generating(4(n+1))2n Turing machines. This is slightly different when
considering the number of states m as the variable, giving(4m+1)2m binary 1-dimensional TM. The ACSS using CTM
is based on this generic Turing machine model. In our model,
we do not consider a special halt state and consider encoding
the states and symbols in binary. The number of programs is
given by the equation
P = 2(m∗n)∗(⌈log2(m)⌉+⌈log2(n)⌉+d)
The canonical binary alphabet Γ ∶ {0, 1}, with, n = 2 and
d = 1 tape dimension is considered. For d = 1 and n = 2
P = 2(2m)∗(⌈log2(m)⌉+2) = 4m⌈log2(m)⌉ ∗ 42m
TABLE I
FIRST FEW VALUES OF P
m states number of programs P
1 16
2 4096
3 16777216
4 4294967296
5 1125899906842624
6 1152921504606846976
7 1180591620717411303424
8 1208925819614629174706176
9 324518553658426726783156020576256
Note that, the state and symbols being encoded in binary,
thus the number of TM is more (for states that are not exact
powers of 2) than the standard value which doesn’t consider
how to represent the transition function on a computer. This
means there will be spurious machines in our encoding using
bits/qubits where we transition from/to states that is invalid,
e.g. 101, 110, 111 for a 5-state TM.
As a simple case, let the number of states m = 1 with the
state set Q ∶ {Q0}. The 16 programs for a 2 symbol TM using
this description number encoding is shown on Table II.
TABLE II
CASE 1-2-1 EXHAUSTIVE UTMS
P# Q0R1 Q0R0
00 Q0MlW0 Q0MlW0
01 Q0MlW0 Q0MlW1
02 Q0MlW0 Q0MrW0
03 Q0MlW0 Q0MrW1
04 Q0MlW1 Q0MlW0
05 Q0MlW1 Q0MlW1
06 Q0MlW1 Q0MrW0
07 Q0MlW1 Q0MrW1
08 Q0MrW0 Q0MlW0
09 Q0MrW0 Q0MlW1
10 Q0MrW0 Q0MrW0
11 Q0MrW0 Q0MrW1
12 Q0MrW1 Q0MlW0
13 Q0MrW1 Q0MlW1
14 Q0MrW1 Q0MrW0
15 Q0MrW1 Q0MrW1
B. Quantum formulation
As a computing system, Turing machine forms the theo-
retical model. The input for the computation is fed in as the
initial tape configuration. The processing/program is defined
by a finite state machine encoded as a state-transition table
based on which the Turing machine reads the tape, changes
it’s state based on it’s current state and the input, writes back
on the tape, moves the tape head and updates its state. The
final tape when the machine halts is the output.
An example of a 2-symbol Turing machine that adds 2 unary
(sequence of 1s) numbers separated by 0, using 4 states is as
shown in Table III.
TABLE III
TM TRANSITION TABLE TO ADD TWO UNARY NUMBERS
QtRt Qt+1MtWt
Q0R0 Q1MrW1
Q0R1 Q0MrW1
Q1R0 Q2MlW0
Q1R1 Q1MrW1
Q2R0 QxMxWx
Q2R1 Q3MrW0
Q3R0 Q3MxW0
Q3R1 Q3MxW1
Thus, presented with a number of the form 1l01m on the
tape from left to right at position 0 with the initial state of Q0,
it returns 1l+m and stays in the static (halting, accepting) state
of Q3. The x in Mx for Q3 state indicates don’t care. The
state Q2R0 is unreachable for this formulation. Qn takes 2-
bits while M and W takes 1-bit each, thus, there are a total of
2
(4∗2)∗(2+1+1) = 4294967296 possible programs of the same
length.
The Universal Turing machine modifies the Turing machine
to drop the requirement to have a different transition table for
each application. The program/table can also be read as input
from the tape itself like the von-Neumann stored program
concept. This employs a universal computer model that can
do all physical computation as defined by the Church-Turing
thesis.
The initial model of quantum computation extended this by
the Church-Turing-Deutsch thesis, which defined the Quantum
Turing Machine. This allows representing the tape in a super-
position of basis states. The computation, i.e. the transition
table, is defined as a unitary function that maps onto the basis
state. This model is equivalent to the more general circuit
model of computation. An example of this is the quantum
adder, which can evolve in superposition two inputs and
produce the result as a superposition till it is collapsed by
measurement.
We further extended this QTM model to circumvent the
requirement of a fixed unitary function for each program, by
modelling the UTM on quantum circuit. We call this model the
QUTMtl, a time and length restricted quantum universal Turing
machine, as shown in Fig. 1. It can be understood as having
the same relation to QTMtl as a programmable-computer has
to an embedded system.
read/write
heads
finite tape qubits finite alphabet
QUTMtl
left/right
movers
finite state machines finite tape
Fig. 1. Our computation model: Quantum Universal Turing Machine time-
length restricted
Each iteration of the TM undergoes the following trans-
forms:
1) {qread}← Uread({qhead, qtape})
2) {qwrite, qch, qmove}← Uδ({qread, qstate, qδ})
3) {qtape}← Uwrite({qhead, qwrite})
4) {qhead}← Umove({qhead, qmove})
Our model [1] allows to evolve a superposition of programs on
an entangled superposition of inputs. Thereby it completes the
automata variants with respect to the three factors as shown
in Fig. 2.
The quantum circuit primitive for QUTMtl, as shown in
Fig. 3 is employed for estimating algorithmic metrics which
involves evaluating the statistical behaviour of a enumerable
set of programs.
C. ACSS-q
The model from [1] is modified to consider the CTM
application. The modifications include adding a halting state,
chosing the initial state, defining a Turing tape length and
setting the number of iterations.
A Halting state Qh is needed for calculating the CTM. Q0
is chosen as the Halting state. For the Halting state, the state
Theoretical
infinite space
(memory)
infinite time
(cycles)
Pragmatic
resource
restrictions
Quantum
Classical
TMtl
UTM
UTMtl
QTM
QUTMtl
TM
QUTM
Fixed program Stored program
QTMtlQuantum
Classical
Fig. 2. Variants of Turing Machine (TM) with respect to (i) classical or
quantum, (ii) program hard-coded or reprogrammable by storing, and (iii)
theoretical or pragmatic model
∣qa⟩ Move∣qch⟩ δ Reset∣qtape⟩ Read
Write∣qwrite⟩
δ Reset∣qread⟩
Read∣qhead⟩ Write
Move∣qmove⟩
δ Reset∣qstate⟩∣qδ⟩
TM step
Fig. 3. Circuit blocks for the quantum implementation of a TM step in the
stored-program model
loops on itself, overwrites the read character with itself and
moves arbitrarily to left or right.
Qh ×Rr → Qh ×Wr ×Ml
The initial state Qinit also needs to chosen to be different
from the Halting state (unless it is for the trivial case of m = 1
states). It can be set to the all-1 state by applying an X-gate
on all the current-state qubits.
The size of the Turing tape c is set based on the length
of strings we want to calculate the algorithmic complexity
of, instead of being the same as the description length[1] (for
detecting self-replicating machines). This is based on the block
size extension we want to do for BDM.
While the number of iterations z should be same as the Busy
Beaver run length, Calude showed that we miss exponentially
fewer machines for smaller run length. Since the CTM is
based on the ratio of halting machines to accepting machines,
it can be well approximated with much lower runtimes. The
number is related to the block size as we want most strings to
be represented in the output. It also depends on the number
of states, as a small number of states and a large block,
might not well represent the universal distribution even for
large iterations. A formal treatment of setting these hyper-
parameters needs to be considered as further research.
Thus, for the chosen value of m all 2-state 1-dimensional
Turing machines can be run in superposition. After z steps, the
measurement of the state vector estimates the probability Ph
of the current state register to hold Qh; and the probability Ps
of the c sized tape to hold s among them. The ratio of Ps/Ph
is the estimate for the CTM calculation of s.
D. Quantum resource estimate
The qubit complexity of the implementation (assuming qa
ancilla qubits) is:
qQUTM = qδ + qstate + qmove + qhead + qread + qwrite
+ qtape + qch + qa
= (m ∗ n ∗ (log(m) + log(n) + d)) + log(m)
+ d + log(c) + log(n) + log(n) + (c ∗ log(n))
+ ((z − 1) ∗ (log(m) + log(n))) + qa
Where the log is taken base-2 and rounded up to the nearest
integer.
Let us consider 3 cases here to calculate the quantum
resource needed:
• For d = 1, n = 2, m = 5 states, c = 12 length strings
qQUTM = (5 ∗ 2 ∗ (log(5) + log(2) + 1)) + log(5)
+ 1 + log(12) + log(2) + log(2)
+ (12 ∗ log(2))
+ ((z − 1) ∗ (log(5) + log(2))) + qa
= 72 + ((z − 1) ∗ 4) + qa
• For d = 1, n = 2, m = 5 states, c = 13 length strings
qQUTM = (5 ∗ 2 ∗ (log(5) + log(2) + 1)) + log(5)
+ 1 + log(13) + log(2) + log(2)
+ (13 ∗ log(2))
+ ((z − 1) ∗ (log(5) + log(2))) + qa
= 73 + ((z − 1) ∗ 4) + qa
• For d = 1, n = 2, m = 6 states, c = 12 length strings
qQUTM = (6 ∗ 2 ∗ (log(6) + log(2) + 1)) + log(6)
+ 1 + log(12) + log(2) + log(2)
+ (12 ∗ log(2))
+ ((z − 1) ∗ (log(6) + log(2))) + qa
= 82 + ((z − 1) ∗ 4) + qa
For real-world applicability, the logical qubits in ≈ 102
order of magnitude is quite low (compare Shor’s algorithm for
RSA-512). Most importantly, we find that, for linear change in
state and length, the number of qubits grow linearly/linearith-
mically. This is in huge contrast with the super-exponential
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complexity in classical simulation which prohibits extending
the ACSS beyond the 5-state 12-length bound.
Infact, the biggest contribution to the qubit complexity is the
growing computation history log adding n + log2(m) qubits
to the superposition. To execute 500 iterations in the first case,
this would take 2000 qubits. This is unavoidable to maintain
the reversibility [11] and various tricks in reversible com-
pilation [12] uses techniques like repeat-until-success, dirty
ancilla, etc. for space-time trade-offs. Since the computation
history is not useful except to maintain the reversibility, this
can be circumvented by tracing them out and restarting the
computation after few steps. Given there are space-constraints
in the number of qubits allowing us to store the computation
history only upto zch < z, the entire run of the algorithm
can be divided into stages. In the first run, the computation
is carried out for zch steps and the final state for head,
tape and current state is read out. The computation can be
restarted with a blank computation history by preparing this
state for the corresponding registers (head, tape, current state)
and continuing the zch + 1 iteration.
It is needless to mention that this application is not targeted
towards noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) computing.
The logical qubits we consider in our analysis are perfect (i.e.
does not decohere) and in a fully-connected (complete graph)
topology. The quantum circuit can be tested as a proof-of-
concept with quantum computing simulators like QX. These
simulators allow introducing chip topology and errors models
towards a more realistic simulation for NISQ. Thus, realistic
implementations would also consider qubit mapping, routing
and error-correction features built in the quantum compiler
like OpenQL. However, considering these abstractions would
make this application intractable on QX and current NISQ
hardware; and the application design presented in this work
remain agnostic to these hardware layer limitations.
IV. APPLICATIONS
Theoretical applications of Kolmogorov complexity is
widespread [13], finding various uses in artificial general
intelligence, theoretical physics, psycology, data compression,
finance, linguistics, neuropsychology, psychiatry, genetics, so-
ciology, behavioral sciences, image processing, among oth-
ers. However, estimating algorithmic information for practi-
cal datasets is often computationally intractable due to the
large number of enumerations (as shown in Table I) that
needs to be executed. The exploration in this research is
towards to field of Experimental Algorithmic Information
Theory (EAIT) [14] which is growing in popularity due to its
ubiquity in tasks that can be modeled as inductive reasoning.
It connects theoretical computer science to the real-world by
a quasi-empirical approach to mathematics (popularized as
meta-mathematics by Gregory Chaitin, one of the founders
of AIT). It involves enumerating and running programs to
understand its statistical mechanics and is similar to Stephen
Wolfram’s Computational Universe approach [15]. Here we
present two potential application of the ACSS-q framework in
the computational bioinformatics domain, a near-term and a
prospective usecase.
A. SARS-CoV-2 and human PPI
There has been many successes of EAIT in recent years,
especially in the field of biological sequence analysis. These
techniques expand our understanding of the mechanisms un-
derlying natural and artificial systems to offer new insights.
Algorithmic Information Dynamics is at the intersection of
computability, algorithmic information, dynamic systems and
algebraic graph theory to tackle some of the challenges
of causation from a model-driven mechanistic perspective,
in particular, in application to behavioral, evolutionary and
molecular reprogramming.
A recent exploration towards this is in understanding the
protein-protein interaction (PPI) map [16] between the SARS-
CoV-2 proteins in human cells (the coronavirus responsible
for the Covid-19 pandemic) and human proteins. 332 high-
confidence PPI were experimentally identified using affinity-
purification mass spectrometry. However, the mechanistic
cause behind these specific interactions is not a well under-
stood phenomena yet. A recent work‡ tries to explore the
Kolmogorov complexity estimates of these PPI and found a
positive correlation in the BDM values of the interactions.
Such studies will help us predict in-silico the biological
dynamics, helping us find drug targets for therapeutics.
The BDM used for the study is based on the ACSS database,
limited to the block length of 13. Extending ACSS to larger
block lengths with help bridge the causal gap, which, for
longer strings like proteins can be considerable, limiting its
advantage over traditional entropy based methods. The quan-
tum algorithm described in this paper can potentially extend
the ACSS database to empower the BDM more towards the
actual CTM value.
B. In-quanto synthetic biology
The ability to design new protein or DNA sequences with
desired properties would revolutionize drug discovery, health-
care, and agriculture. However, this is challenging as the space
of sequences is exponentially large and evaluating the fitness
of proposed sequences requires costly wet-lab experiments.
Ensemble approaches [18] with various machine learning
(ML) methods, mostly generative adversarial networks (GAN),
suitable to guide sequence design are employed in-silico,
instead of relying on wet-lab processes during algorithmic
development. Since the mechanism for determining the fitness
of the model is known, it can be encoded as a quantum kernel
that evaluated in superposition the population of sequences.
This is part of our future exploration in using the framework
developed in this paper for in-silico (or, in-quanto) synthetic
biology.
The fitness is often based on Sequence-based Genome-
Wide-Association-Studies (GWAS) that combines sequence
‡Slide 51, presented by Dr. Alyssa Adams in AUTOMATA 2020, yet to
be published [17]
data to expressed phenotypes. These databases are increas-
ingly growing with the advent of low-cost sequencing tools,
however, analysis of this huge data volume for inference and
application remains a challenge. Gene Ontology (GO) curates
the knowledge of species-agnostic gene products with respect
to molecular function, cellular component and biological pro-
cess annotations. Similarly, Sequence Ontology [19] (SO) is a
set of terms and relationships used to describe the features and
attributes which can be located on a biological sequence. It is
designed to make the naming of DNA sequence features and
variants consistent and therefore machine-processing. They are
defined by their disposition to be involved in a biological
process, e.g. binding site and exon. It forms a structured con-
trolled vocabulary for the description of primary annotations
of nucleic acid sequence.
SO, sequence-based GWAS, GAN needs to be combined
in-quanto towards future synthetic biology techniques.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present the ACSS-q framework, a quantum
accelerated method to extend the algorithmic complexity of
short string database. It uses the Coding Theorem Method
(CTM) to calculate the Kolmogorov complexity using the
Solomonoff algorithmic probability of the string being gen-
erated by a random program a universal Turing machine. This
database provides an estimate of the description complexity
of longer strings that can be cumulated by the Block Decom-
position Method (BDM) for comparative analysis using the
ACSS value of shorter strings. These methods can bridge the
causal gaps in data with respect to other methods based on
entropy and compression. The complexity value reflect the
natural occurrence of these strings and useful for building
generative models.
The number of program enumerations required for CTM
grows super-exponentially, quickly becoming computationally
intractable on classical supercomputers even for strings of size
13, limiting the discovery of causation for longer strings. A
quantum circuit formulation for simulating a superposition
of Turing machines to estimate the algorithmic probability is
explored in this research. The number of qubits is proportional
to the description length and grow linearly with the length
of the short string. This work builds upon various results
in estimating algorithmic metrics with resource bounds of
memory and cycles.
We present a use-cases where the state-of-the-art classical
result for SARS-CoV-2 and human the protein-protein inter-
action can be improved by our quantum technique leading to
applications in drug design and also for synthetic biology in
the future. This algorithm can be implemented gradually on
increasingly larger quantum computing platforms based on the
maturity of the field, allowing the refinement of experimental
algorithmic information theory results to converge to their
descriptive complexity.
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